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Fig. 1 Typical Outdoor and Indoor Units
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DESCRIPTION sate , IOW-
9 —

WLI load interrupter switchgear consists of an airinsu-;/
lated , three pole, gang-operated. quick-make/quicKrpreak,]
load interrupter switchjdn a floor mounted* jnfet|L^hclo-
sure. It can be applied 41 combination with power fuses .
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TX ST^G•' r \r’ .‘r:SWITCH RATINGS •t>• r;*25ESS
* •-Jam* •i vV Momentary

(Switch
Qosed)

Asym. (10 Cy.)

# Fault
Close

Asym.

Impulse
Withstand

&r.. t
Tir.

Amperes
Continuous

Amperes
Interrupting

Max. Norn.
KVKV KV -r -t -

40,000
40,000
80,000
80,000

600 20,000
40,000
61,000
61,000

6005.0 604.8 V

600 600*!“

1200 '
•

1200
600

1200'r

20,000
40,000
40,000
40,000
61,000
61,000

40,000
40,000
80,000
80,000
80,000
80,000

15.0 60013.8 600 ^'r95
60.0600*

60012Q0 t
ix

12001200
1200 600

1200# 1200
I * *

20,000
40,000
40,000
60,000

40,000
40,000
40,000
60,000

23 125 60060025.8
600600or

150 6001200
6001200

40,000
40,000
40,000

’ ' 60,000

20,000
30,000
30,000
30,000 ’

60038.0 60034.5 150•V
u»-7v. 600 600

1200 600 •4t -6001200
V
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structure. This is the only recommended method of mov-
ing the WLI structure. Extreme care should be used not to
damage or deform the unit when other moving methods
are employed.

RECEIVING
*p

A visual inspection — inside and out — should be per-
formed immediately upon receipt of the switchgear and
before removing it from the truck. Shipping papers should
also be checked to be sure all boxes or other accompany-
ing pieces have been received. If any damage or shortages
are evident, a claim should be filed at once with the car-
rier and the nearest Westinghouse sales office notified.

• V.
**

STORAGE» ;

-r
If it is necessary to store the equipment bef^e installa-
tion , keep it in a clean dry place, protected from dirt and
water and with ample air circulation and heat, if neces-
sary, to prevent condensation. Like all electrical appara-
tus, these units contain insulation which must be pro-
tected against dirt and moisture.

r V • iJ ' } i
’INSTALLATION

The order data nameplate for each switch assembly is
an access door. The order number and

rep- •
located inside
drawing numbertshdiild0$ given to the Westinghouse
resentaJive^iSienever/identifica'tion -of the assembly is re-
quired. .. ^ * V-
* r—. . . • * ij

/f. *
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|JA.-’Procedure for Joining WLJ Enclosures, Refer to Fig. 2.
i:HA
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Removable lifting plates are^^^^yt^for insertion of hooKs;t6ffit4h..-•
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7. Bolt the side sheets together using existing holes and
(5) “C" bolts.
8. Make bus connections.
9. Bolted connections should be tightened to the follow-
ing torque values:

For 3/8" Bolts: 22 ftibs.
For 1/2"Bolts: 55 ft.lbs.
B, Connection of WLI Switch to Transformer

1. Physical Connection

a. Indoor Assemblies
Fig. 2 Joining WLI Enclosures

Holes ai» predrilled ip the side of the WLI structure to
match holes provided in the transformer. \ *
b. Outdoor Throat Connection. Refer to Fig. 4.

2. Remove the (2) “B’' bolts (1/2 x 1-1/ 2) from right
hand side of unit No. 1.

3. Remove the (5) bolts from each unit.
1. Switch and transformer should be brought togeiher to
give an alignment of 1/2" between flanges.4. Clearance” holes should be drilled in opposite side

%

sheets for any other support bolts extending from the side
sheets.) 2. Apply cement over all outside surfaces of both flanges.

3. Cement felt in place. Felt is to seal against entrance of
dust and prevent vibration of the sealing section produced
by transformer resonance.

5. Position the switches next to each other, as m Fig. 3.

6. Insert the (2) “A” bolts (1/2 x 2-3/4) through the left
hand support of unit No. 2 and screw them into the
tapped mounting plate of unit No. 1.

*

Fig.'3 Front View, Enclosures Being Joined *•#
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3. All bolts should be tightened according to paragraph
A.9 of this section.

4. To install sealing section, slide frame down from top
and install bottom section, securing in place with two
bolts supplied with bottom section.

c. Connection of Customer Cables

Removable Plate and Seal for
Making Electrical Connections Felt and Cement

/ Transformer
Throat

1. It is the installers responsibility to properly support
and terminate cables.T /

i HJ 2. Aluminum tin-plated clamp type terminals are supplied
as standard and are suitable for acceptance of copper or
aluminum cable. If potheads or other special terminators
are specified and supplied, termination should be made
according to the terminator manufacturers recommenda-
tions.

i
i

H. V.H. V.
Switch 1 Switch

Throat
t

i

i

m Sealing S^tion

Felt and Cement

*
Vi" — ~* * * .

Fig. 4 Transformer Connection to WLI Switch

2. Electrical Connections

a. If By Cable Supplied with WLI Switch:

1. Cables are not factory pre-cut to the proper length.
They must be cut to fit by the installer.

Fig. 5 Field Taping of Electrical Connections2. Since factory supplied, cable is unshielded, the cables
must be properly supported and separated from each
other, from all grounded metal parts, and from trans-
former bushings of other phases.

d. Field taping of electrical connections (Fig. 5) should be
done where shown on drawings, or as tagged by the fac-
tory inspector. Taping materials are supplied with the WLI
assembly.

t
Materials:

• 3. WLI switchgear conforms to Nema Stds. concerning
phasing. Phases are arranged 1,2,3 front to rear, top to
bottom, and left to right at connection points unless
otherwise noted on the drawings. The installer is responsi-
ble for maintaining continuity of phasing throughout the
system.

t

Filler — Insulation putty
Tape — Linerless H.V. rubber tape .030" thick, 1" wide
Pads — Vinyl backed tape .090" thick, 4" wide
Finish Tape — Vinyl plastic red tape 3/4" wide

Procedure:
4. Clamp type aluminum tin plated lugs for both ends of
the cable are provided with the switch.

b. If By Bus Bar
«, o o
• o

1. Splice plates and hardware are supplied as standard
with bus connections.

V-
1. Clean area of dirt and foreign matter.
'2. Apply approximately 1/8" of filler over bare con-
ductor and hardware to provide a smooth contoured sur-
face for taping.*

3. Appl^ pad material of sufficient width to overlap pre-
insulation by 1".or more.

i
* >2. All aluminum bus bar is tin .plafred ^To insure a proper

electrical connection , care should be taken to make sure
this plating is not damaged.

* *«c F
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Floor Plan, Indoor Single Unit Standard
Units are 33 Inches Wide

r-iv
Dimensions, Inches
( Depth)

A
*-2h*

0
D Ovjtlineof^

^ Unit Above
9 t 28,
SH£WLI Outdoor Base 22 ? A B C Dc i a

mFrontt- «35-7/32 28
49-9/32 43-1/2 36 9/32 16-31/3^55-9/32 49-1/2 42-9/32 23-31/32

54-7/32 47
56-7/32 49

41 8-11/16
27|

4« * 33
32?/Customer

Tie Down- 27-11/16
29-11/16

60l 4
62iDOOr -i*Clip--.

2" " B hM T "f T|Diomeier Hole ( 4 ) for|inch Anchor Bolts ^2 6

Floor Plan, Outdoor Single Unit Standard
Units are 33 Inches Wide

B£JBKI

o
Ao 0

Do o© o Dimensions, Inches
( Depth)

a

o 1> 0

• ^
© a 4 23^d<1 Io

^
Outlineof

^Unit Above j
£o | i 3 2 c£> BAT0©o

a 7 0o Front Z

/CableErrtronce //, orExit Area /

V ii 38-1/2 7-9/16
32t 49-9/32 46-25/32 15-27/32

24« 55-9/32 52-25/32 21-^7/32
60 57-1/2 26-9/16
62 59-1/2 28-9/16

41i
r £© II0

33 S iV \ / V £ BoseOpening/c/V I<0o
" r>K. 1

o V o * • i
© « l> o .1 WjUi I

J

o

L Foundation Bolt B
4s -S 8

/
|Diomete«- Hole( 4) for 11nch Anchor BoltsOOCK

Fig. 6 Bolting WLI Unit to Foundation, Floor Plans and Dimensions

*s
to insure that the adjustment has not been affected by
transit or installation, a final inspection is recommended
before energizing.

4. Apply one layer of insulating tape with sticky side out,
lapping as specified in the table, and overlapping any pre-
insulation or pads by 1-1/2". Elongate tape 15-30% during
application to insure a smooth, tight fit.

1. Main and flicker blades should be in proper alignment
with jaws and arc chute openings, respectively.5. Apply one layer of red plastic fmish tape. This tape

should not be stretched or torn at the ends.

i2. Closed and open stops should be as follows:Insulating Tape
4Max. No.KV Lap Layers A. Closed: The shaft rod ends should be slightly over

toggle.
ofQads

5
# «

1/2 11
15 2/3 21 B. Open (See Fig. 7):' The distance between the edge of

the main blade and break jaw should be:
C. Bolting of WLI Structure to Foundation (Fig. 6).
1. Indoor units are provided with a formed steel base
with four 5/8 diameter holes for 1/2 inch anchor boljg.
2. Outdoor units have a 4 inch structural steel channel
base suitable for use with customers tie down clips. ^

6-5/8" ± 1 /8" up to 15 KV
11-1/2" ± 1/8" above 15.KV

«3. Upper spacers of main trades should rest approxi-
mately 3/16" above the bottom the depressions of sta-
tionary bleak jaws. (Fig. 8)* r

INSPECTION OF SWITCH OPERATION
BEFORE STARTUP

Each switch is properly factory adjusted before shipment,
and no further adjustment should be necessary. However,

o
A\ If this inspection revealed any defects in adjustment,

this should be corrected according to the alignment proce-
dure, page 8, paragraphs 1 to 5.

, ..’
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Fig^7 Main Blade Adjustment

4. Check Fuse Mountings

A, The phenolic knobs that hold fixed -mounted fuses in Fig. $ Maui Blade Spacer Adjustment
place should be hand-tight.

switch , the WLI switch must be in the open position. A
mechanical interlock is thus released so that the main WLIB. If disconnect-type fuses are supplied, check to see that
switch door can be opened, revealing the selector switch
operator.

they are properly and fully latched closed.

OPERATION After inserting the removable handle pivot the selector
switch operator (Fig. 9) to disengage it from the locking
bracket, then rotate the handle in the direction to select
the proper feeder. Pivot the operator again and re-engage
it into the locking bracket.

WLI Switch

The small access door must be opened and the operating
handle withdrawn from the receptacle at the left of the
opening. To close the switch, this handlers inserted into
the handle casting which is then rotated upward through
an angle of 120°. This charges the compression spring,
and, as the spring lever goes over toggle, the stored energy
of the spring is transferred to the shaft which snaps the
switch closed. The blades thus move at a predetermined
speed which is independent of the operator. The mecha-
nism is operated similarly for opening the switch.

Since the selector switch is a no load switch, speed of
opera^jon is not essential for safe operation . However, to
insure^ood contact when changing feeders, move the han-
dle rapidly and forcefully wheR changing feeder positions.

Fuses

To gain access to the fuses (Fig. 10), the WLI switch must
be in the open position. A check is recommended to ascer-
tain that there ^ no potential available to the fuse mount?

ingsQ>efore proceeding. Fuses are removed by loosening
the phenolic hand knobs and removing the locking bars.
Fuses.are then free to be removed. No tools are necessary.
Whe& fuses -are re-installed, knobs should be tightened
hand tisht.

V

The quick-make mechanism provides the power to
overcome blow-out forces whicli occur-when the switch is
closed against a fault. However, these forces are not trans-
mitted to the operating handle since it is not rigidly con-
nected with the blades. Therefore, the switch can be
closed under short circuit conditions within its rating.

i o

s>-
. ©

Two Position, No Load Selector Switch - 4MAINTENANCE '-:r - v
* »

Jt is recommended that the WLI switch and feeder selec-
tor switch, if snpplied, should be inspected once a year, or

^ « *•. •#

When supplied, a no load feeder selector switch is con-
nected in series with a WLI switch. To operate the selector

<
\

*
***&&*£ “ w
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after it has been closed against a fault current. Be sure
that the switch is disconnected from all power sources
before servicing. After power has been disconnected from
the switch, it is good practice to ground both sides of the
switch before proceeding as follows:

1. Inspect the* leading edges of the flicker blades for arc
erosion. If sharp or high points are noticeable, they should
be removed with a few light strokes of a fine file. No
attempt should be made to file out pit marks, and abrasive
.materials should not be used for cleaning.

2. Inspect the main blade and stationary contact pieces.
These main current carrying contacts should not be filed
The opening and' closing wiping action of the switch will
clean the contacts. However , if there is evidence of exces-
sive burning, the main blade , hinge assembly and break
jaw should be replaced.

m

3. Check the arc chute sides for cracks or erosion and
replace them if they are damaged. If flicker blades were
highly pitted, it is recommended that arc chutes be disas-

Fig. 9 Selector Switch Operation

Fig. 11 Blade Alignment Hub Location
Q

4. Close the switch according'to paragraph 1 of the align-
ment and replacement procedure. Check the engagement
of the flicker blades by inserting the handle in the blade
alignment hub (Fig. 11) and slowly opening the switch.
The flicker blades should remain engaged in their contact
fingers while the main blades open. When the main blades
clear the break jaws (Fig. 12), they will hit the stop on the
flicker blade brackets and start the flicker blades out ofFig. 10 Fuses «L , “

7« o
4
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. Fig. 12 Flicker Blade Operation

* 4their contact fingers. The flicker blades will then snap
open from the forces in their charged coil springs.

5. Adjust the switch if necessary according to paragraphs
1 to 5 of alignment procedure.

«

in opening the switch, except the handle would be pushed
downward. It is not necessary to follow this procedure

6. Check barriers for carbon or metalic deposits. Replace
the barriers if deposits appear excessive.

7. Check the tightness of the fuse holder knobs. They
should be hand tight.

8. Inspect insulators for cracks, breaks, or burns. Clean
insulators that have accumulations of dust or other for-
eign substances. o

ALIGNMENT AND REPLACEMENT PROCEDURES
o

Note: The switch must be completely de-energized before
any attempt is made to align theoswitch or replace a part.

0i o
1. Override of Safet^Latch

To close the switch with the door open , the safety
latch (Fig. 13) must be disengaged. To do this, insert the
handle in the handle casting and push upward, at the
same time pushing the latch on the left side of the safety
barrier Sownward until the butterfly on the handle casting
clears the locking pin. The same procedure should be used

*v.
s' *

Fig. 13 Safety Latch Location
* * # •>*rr

*.• -S- r
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when using the blade alignment hub for slow dose or slow
open.
2. Closed-Open -Stop Adjustment

Remove the switch frame brace (Fig. 13) by removing .
the three bolts in the side sheet flange. Viewing switch

* mechanism from the top, the bottom stop bolt (Fig. 14>
and nut adjusts the close position. In the closed position ,!
the shaft rod ends should be slightly over toggle (5°). This
can be easily checked by laying a straight edge on top of
drive rod so that its end extends over the shaft. If a 1 /16"
to 1/8" gap appears between straight edge and drive rod,
adjustment is correct. Check to see that the distance f^om
the switch terminal pad to the outer edge of the main
blade is 3-1 /2", + 1 /8" -0". Should adjustment be re-
quired, loosen the bolt holding the drive rod to the shaft
and adjust the blade travel. Re-tighten the bolt. In the
open position, clearance between the edge of the main
blade and the break jaw should be 6-5/8", ± 1/8 inch for
up to 15 KV, 11-1/2" ± 1/8 inch above 15 KV. The top
stop bolt adjusts this demension.

Loosen the four hinge bolts (bottom drawing) and the
two break jaw bolts (top drawing). Insert the removable
handle in the blade alignment hub on the shaft and^lose
the switch. (For safety purposes, the switch will not fully
close and will revertWo the open position if pressure on
the handle is released.) Hold the switch in the closed
position with the handle and tighten the bolts on both the

. hinge and jaw.
4 )

% . -
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4. ‘Arc Chute Alignment (Fig. 15)

Loosen the two arc chute mounting bolts (top drawing).
Adjust the arc chute so that its opening is parallel to the
main blade. Lightly tighten the mounting bolts. Using the
blade alignment hub, slowly close the switch and check

- ' that the flicker blade is in line with the arc chute opening.
If necessary, move the arc chute left or right until it lines
up with the flicker blade. Tighten the arc chute mounting
bolts and re-check tha alignment.

5. Over or Under Travel of Main Blades

Close the switch. Check that the upper spacers of the
main blades are approximately 3/16*' .above the tops of
the break jaws. If they are not, loosen the bolt holding the
drive rod to the shaft and adjust travel. To increase travel,
push drive rod toward shaft. Tighten. bolt enough to allow
checking for proper setting. If setting is correct, tighten

• bolt.

6. Stored Energy Spring (Fig. 16)

To disengage the stored energy spring, remove the
• twitch frame brace (Fig. 13). Take a 5/16-18 threaded rod

4" long and screw it into the rear end ctf the spring rod .
Make a spacer 1-1/2" long from a pipe or tube with a 1"
I.D. PUt this over the 5/16" rod. Take a washer with an
O.D. larger thaq the spacer and place it on the rod. Run a
5/16-18 nut down the rod and center the spacer. Tighten
the nut until tension on the pin at the front of the spring
rod is released. Remove the retaining rjngs holding the pin
in and remove the pin. The spring assembly is now free
from the shaft.

m •

Fig. 16 Stored Energy Spring Adjustment

approximately 45°. The weight of the blade should make
it fall slowly open. If the blade fails to fall opeu, loosen
the lock nut on the hinge spring washer until it does.

Alignment Check

L After completing any alignment, the sw^ch should be
operated thru at leasy^ree “close-open” operations to
insure proper performance of the operating mechanism. If the blade falls too fast, tighten ^Jie lock nut. Now

align the blade per paragraph 3. Aligh flicker blade and arc
chute pti paragraph 4. Re-check alignments; if satisfac-
tory, counect drive rod to shaft. Check switch for over-or
under-travel per paragraph 5. Perform operations per para-
graph 7.

2. Main Blade and Hinge Assembly Replacement i

Disconnect the drive rod from the shaft. Remove the
four bolts holding the maig blade, hinge assembly and
terminal pad to the ^ bottom insulator. The hinge, main
blade and flicker blade are now free and may be removed.
Mount the new hinge and blade assembly on top of the
terminal pad and install the four bolts finger tight.
Tighten the lock nut on the spring washer on the jaw end
of the blade. WheriTt is as tight as possible back the nut _
off If!turn. Set the main blade to an open position of *

‘\3. Jaw Replacement
*-

Remove the two bolts holding the jaw to the top insu-
lator. Remore the jaw and .replace with a new one. Re-
place and fint^r tighten the two bolts. Align with main
blade per paragraph 5-.

Al*
\< . -•.*'v

r*.*/ \ ...", -I
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Fig. 17 Flicker Blade Replacement

4. Flicker Blade Replacement (Fig. 17) cedure for releasing the torsion spring end, put the spring
end on the other side of the stop post.

To change a flicker blade assembly, the switch must be
in the open position. ° • 4

RENEWAL PARTSt
n_

*V#-
Remove the elastic stop nut from the bolt holding the Following is a list of Renewal Parts that are most subject

to wear and therefore recommended for ^tock.'When or-
dering parts, specify the part name, switch style, order* /
number and drawing number found on the nameplates
inside the access door.

assembly to the main blade. Using a box wrench or similar
tool, hook the hole in the wrench over the torsion spring
end and pull forward and to the left until the spring end
clears the stop post. Remove the wrench and pull out the
bolt . The flicker blade assembly is now free. To install a
new assembly, reverse the procedure. Be sure the spacer
between the two copper bars making up the main blade is
still there. Tighten the stop nut only enough to eliminate
any wobbling of the assembly. Before the torsion spring is
placed behind the stop post, a sideward movement of
1/16" should be present. Too much tightening will slow Parts differ sjightly according to specific switch rating,
down the action of the flicker blade. Using the same pro-

EXAMPLE:
3 — Arc Chutes for Switch 4891A51G02
DT24698-CNL
CN763A23A01

A®

therefore, this information is ne^g^ary.
4 e
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Operating Spring.7 1
Polyester Barrier (Not Pictured)8 4
Shaft Assembly9 1

• »• •r*.
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